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Functional Description
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1 Login & Authentication
This chapter specifies the login process direct to myIDTravel for registered users within the myIDTravel staff
profile module.
By following this link: https://www.myidtravel.com/myidtravel/ the entitled Employees / Retirees / Former
Staff can access to the application portal that will present the following login window.

Select “Alitalia S.p.A.” from Employing the Airline list.
In the field USER insert your corporate registration or
retired / former employee, in the format "CA123450".
In the password field, enter your personal password.
The system is automatically set to the journey leisure
mode.

2 Registration

Register or Lost
password

To log in the first time you must register by clicking
on the "Register or lost passwords" located under the
login window, as shown in the following image
vignette.

Register / Send
password

You have to Select “Alitalia S.p.A” from the
“Employing Airline” list and in the field USER insert
their corporate registration or retired / former
employee using the format: "CA123450".
Clicking on the “Register/Send password”
Employees will receive an email to corporate
email, while retired / former employees will receive
it at the address communicated to Alitalia staff for

recording the old WebStaffTicketing ".
The email you receive will contain a link to be used within the next 2 hours to confirm the date of registration
and enable the account.
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By clicking on the link you received to access the function for entering the password that must be at least 8
characters, including at least one upper case, at least one number, at least one special character!,?, @ (Eg.
Aitalia16?).
The chosen password must be entered 2 times.

3 Reset/ Lost Password
To request a new password, click at the bottom on the "Register or lost passwords."
Select from the drop-down Alitalia S.p.A. enter the USER and click "Register or lost passwords."
The steps to be performed are the same as described in the "Login."

4 Privacy Statement
Verify the Disclaimer clicking Confirm, and the Next button.
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5 Booking/Listing
This chapter specifies the booking/listing process from the user’s point of view.
The graphical user interface guides the user through the booking/listing process. The process
for private and business travel is almost the same. The private travel process is the guiding
example in this document. Differences to the business travel process are pointed out where appropriate.
From the navigation bar to select the Booking / Listing function.

The booking/listing process consists of the steps shown in next image.

From the status bar you can find out which step of the process you are identifying the highlighting in bold.

6 Traveler selection
After verifying the amounts due (allotment) select passengers from the list of beneficiaries and / or insert any
passengers (Travel Partners) for which issue the supplementary tickets available.
Warning a PNR can contain a maximum of 8 people.

Click the "Next" button.
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7 Flight schedule query
Similar to the following pages, the flight schedule input page contains a passenger header which lists the
selected travelers.
The type of travel can be chosen underneath. There are three options for the type of travel:
1. One way: as a result of this choice, only one route/data row will be displayed.
2. Return: as a result of this choice, two route/data rows will be displayed. The value of the origin input
field in the first row will be filled into the destination input field of the second row and vice versa.
3. Multiple legs: as a result of this choice, eight route/data rows will be displayed. It is not possible to
enter more than eight routes.
The airline element enables the user to choose a specific airline for which the flight schedule is
be requested. It has two options:
1. All airlines: the flight schedule will be requested for all airlines.
2. A specific airline: the flight schedule will be requested for the airline chosen in the airline select box.
(by default the company is Alitalia)
The user has to fill in the 3-letter-codes of origin and destination into the respective input fields
of each route/data row.

The airport atlas functionality offers the
possibility to search for a 3-letter-code. It
can be opened in a pop-up window by
clicking the globe icon next to the
respective input field.
The user has to enter a valid date into the
day and month input fields. By clicking the
calendar icon, users can access a calendar
to look up the desired date.
The time dropdown menu gives the user
the option to choose the desired starting
time of their flight.

The travel status dropdown menu enables the user to
choose the desired travel status. In the private travel
process, the select box contains the values
“Confirmed” and “Standby”.
The class dropdown contains the values “economy”,
“business” and “first”. The user chooses the class he
wants to travel in.
NOTE: The FIRST CLASS corresponds to PREMIUM
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By pressing the back button, the user returns to the traveler selection page.
The timetable button leads the user to the flight schedule output page.
For each route/data row entered on the flight schedule input page, the flight schedule output page shows an
availability information block. This block starts with a header which shows the requested status, class, date,
origin and destination. Below this header, the page contains a flight availability row for each available flight
matching the request. If no flights are available, an informational text is displayed instead.
Each flight availability row consists of the following columns:
• Tariff information indicator
• Indicates the price level of the first traveler who mostly is the employee himself. A legend is shown at
the bottom of the page to explain the different meanings of the indicator’s options.

•
•

Flight selection radio button (only displayed if the flight is selectable)
Flight number (hyperlink): Leads to the flight detail information page

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Codeshare indicator
Departure airport
Local time of departure
Arrival airport
Local time of arrival
Flight duration
Possibility indicator for bookings/listings
Aircraft type indicator
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•
•

•

Ticket type indicator: Shows which kind of ticket can be issued for the respective flight. Possible
ticket types are “etkt” (=electronic ticket), “paper” (=paper ticket) or “tktless” (=ticketless). An
explanation of these ticket type abbreviations is displayed at the bottom of the page.
Chance indicator (smiley). Indicator for the current booking situation:
☺ (green)
good chance
(orange)
moderate chance
(red)
bad chance
Information icon: only displayed if the flight is not selectable. Clicking on this icon takes the user to
the “flight detail information” page, which contains additional information why the flight cannot be
chosen.

The user chooses a flight using the flight selection radio button. A requested route (entered in
one route/data row on the flight schedule input page) can consist of more than one segment.
In this case, all segments are shown in one flight availability row and can only be selected as a
union.
The back button leads back to the flight schedule input page.
The next button leads to the shopping basket page and triggers a segment sell.

8 Shopping basket
The main element of the shopping basket page is the itinerary table. It contains a segment row
for each segment the user has chosen previously.
The shopping basket page is important because it shows the segment status for each segment
(e.g., “bookable”, “waitlisted” or “listable”).
The back button leads to the flight schedule output page.
The next button leads to the fares page.
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9 Fares Information
On this page is displayed listing of the entire chosen route

The next button leads to the contact page.
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10 APIS Secure Flight
On this page, you need to enter the data mandatory for flights to and from some countries, type: USA,
Canada, Russia, etc.

11 Contact and Payment Information
In this page you must enter a phone contact. The e-mail address is already displayed with the company
address for the employees people and with the personal contact for the no-staff people.
To finalize the purchase is necessary to enter the credit card data by selecting from the appropriate dropdown menu the type of card accepted by the company.
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12 Confirmation page
The confirmation page contains one booking/listing information block per created PNR. Each block shows
the booked/listed flight segments and the related booking code.

The system does also send a confirmation email to the email address entered into the email address input
field on the contact page.
If the email can not be sent you receive an error notification, in which case we suggest you print the page
and / or record the PNR and the ticket number.
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13 PNR retrieval and cancellation
myIDTravel can be used to retrieve a PNR which was previously created in myIDTravel.
The user selects the operating airline, enters the booking reference code and the passenger’s last name.

The next button leads to the PNR, on this page, the user can either choose the segment he wants to cancel
and press the cancel segment button, or he can cancel the whole PNR by pressing the cancel all button.
Cancellation of one or all segments leads the user to the cancellation confirmation page which is similar to
the confirmation page described before.
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14 Ticket retrieval
myIDTravel can be used to retrieve a ticket which was previously created in myIDTravel. This page is shown
when a user clicks on the “Ticket retrieval” link in the main navigation bar.
The user selects the airline, enters the ticket number and the passenger’s last name. The next button leads
to the Ticket retrieval output page.

After a ticket has been retrieved, it can be refunded or a new listing for the ticket can be created if the
underlying PNR has been completely cancelled before.
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15 Rebooking
myIDTravel can be used to rebook flights for bookings on the same airline and the same routing.
The rebooking process starts with a PNR retrieval that leads the user to the PNR retrieval output page.
On this page, the user can either choose to rebook all segments or to rebook just one particular segment.
The rebooking input page is similar to the flight schedule input page.

In the upper section of the page the user’s current selection of flights is shown.
In the section below there are input elements to change day, month and time of the selected or all segments
contained in the PNR. As the user is only allowed to rebook on the same airline, route and class, those three
input fields are sufficient for the rebooking process.
The back button leads back to the PNR retrieval output page, the next button leads to the rebooking output
page.
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Again, in the upper section the PNR’s itinerary is shown. In the section below, the available flights are
shown.

The back button leads to the rebooking input page, the next button leads to the shopping basket page, now
containing the flights selected for rebooking on the rebooking output page.
After clicking the rebook now button on the shopping basket page, a rebooking confirmation page is shown.
A confirmation email about the rebooking is sent to the email address the user has entered during the
original booking/listing process.

16 ID Agreements
In this section you can get information about the Alitalia policy and ZED concessions with other companies.
Select the desired company from the drop-down and click "Next" to enter the page with details of the
agreement.
Note: To check the benefits to which you can access, please take vision of the “Industry Discount
Travel Regulations for Employees or for Holders/Users Non-Employee Of The Alitalia Group”.
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17 Travel History
The page shows in chronological order the user-issued ticket with its Status (issued, refunded)

18 Change Password
Selecting the "Navigation Bar" the “Change Password” feature allows you to change the old password.
Please note that the password must always respect the above requirements.
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